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complexity of problems

problems of problem creation

solvable problems

problems of problem derivation

problems of problem solving

problems of solution verification
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why publishing a paper?

most widely accepted and generally agreed research credentials

other examples of research credentials

research projects you have participated in

institutions you have worked for

schools you graduated from

degrees you got

...

“publish or perish”
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types of publications

thesis

journals

magazines

conferences

books

book chapters

patents
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journals

format-based

paper

electronic

locality-based

regional

international

SCI-based

SCI(E)

non-SCI

journal papers are peer reviewed

representative journals in web science

IEEE Transactions on Knowledge & Data Engineering,

ACM Transactions on Internet Technology, ACM

Transactions on Web, Decision Support Systems, etc.
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magazines

format-based

paper, electronic

SCI-based

SCI(E): academic magazines

Science, Nature, ...

non-SCI

academic magazine papers are peer reviewed

shorter than journal papers

usually faster than journal publication, but highly
competitive

not much room for regular submissions, mostly
based on special issues

representative magazines in web science

Communications of the ACM, IEEE Internet
Computing, IEEE Intelligent Systems, etc.
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conferences

types

conference, workshop, symposium

purposes

presenting (& learning) research findings in a

timely manner

social gathering

knowledge sharing

recruiting

conference committees

organizing committee

program committee

...

representative conferences in web science

WWW, ACM SIG IR, Hypertext, ...
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CfPs

most web science related CfPs are announced via the following

mailing lists

DB World: www.cs.wisc.edu/dbworld

IS World: lyris.isworld.org/
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authorships

first author

usually does the major writings (and/or) problem solving

but not in physics (?)

corresponding author

responsible for submission, authors’ responses, communication with

editor, and final proofs

# of authors

virtually no limit

some people exploit this
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copyright

different cultures on the copyright problem

IT (including web science)

tight copyright requirements for conference papers

when a conference paper is to be published as a journal paper,

significant amount of additional work has to be done

reasons for posters, satelite workshops at major conferences

engineering: e.g., IE, EE, ME

relatively less serious copyright requirements for conference papers
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citations

a reference to a book, article, web page, or other published item with

sufficient detail to identify the item uniquely (wikipedia)

used in scholarly works to give credit to or acknowledge the

influence of previous works, or to refer to authorities (wikipedia)

co-citation: when 2 papers are both cited by the same 3rd document

co-reference: when 2 documents both refer to the same 3rd document

some popular sites for citation analysis

SCI

citeseer

google scholar

microsoft libra

DBLP (for bibliography)

citeulike, bibsonomy (not really for citation, but for tagging and

socializing)
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SCI

provides access to bibliographic information, author abstracts, and

cited references found in 3,700 of the world's leading scholarly

science and technical journals covering more than 100 disciplines

also available is Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-E), which

covers more than 5,800 journals

List of SCI & SCI-E journals

SCI: http://www.thomsonscientific.com/cgi-

bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=K

SCU-E: http://www.thomsonscientific.com/cgi-

bin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=D
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more on SCI

SCI

SCI

SCI-E

non-SCI

high-quality, but young

low quality

has been very important for researchers in korean universities and

institutes

BK21

some of the easiest SCI-E journals

LNCS

LNAI

not SCI-E any more (since 2007)
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impact factor

originally proposed by Eugene Garfield in the mid 1950s

founder of the ISI (now part of Thomson)

usually represents the importance of a journal to its area

definition: average number of times published papers are cited up to

two calendar years after publication

example (wikipedia): the 2003 impact factor for a journal

A: # of times articles published in 2001-2 were cited in indexed journals

during 2003

B: # "citable items" (usually articles, reviews, proceedings or notes; not

editorials and letters-to-the-Editor) published in 2001-2

2003 impact factor = A/B

http://portal.isiknowledge.com/?DestApp=JCR&Func=Frame
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more on impact factor

very high for bio-related area journals

bio: ANNU REV IMMUNOL (52.28; #1), Nature (30.98; #6), Science

(29.78; #8)

IT: IEEE TKDE (2.063), IEEE IC (1.935)

IEOR: MS (1.687), OR (1.234), IJPR (0.799)

quite fluctuating

ImpactFactor(SCI journal) >? ImpactFactor(SCI-E journal)

not necessarily
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citeseer.ist.psu.edu

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cs?cs=1&q=Jonghun+Park&co=Citations&

cm=50&cf=Any&ao=Citations&am=20&af=Any
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google scholar

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&lr=&safe=off&q=Jonghun

+Park
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libra.msra.cn

http://libra.msra.cn/AuthorResult.aspx?query=jonghun+park
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DBLP

http://www.sigmod.org/dblp/db/index.html
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citeulike.org
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review process: journal

submission

reviewer selection

problem of reviewer quality

review decisions

accepted, accepted with minor revisions, accepted with major revisions,

rejected

iteration when accepted with minor or major revisions

resubmission with authors’ response

review decisions
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review process: conference

submission

reviewer selection

usually by PC members

the problem of reviewer assignment

review decisions

accepted, rejected

one round process

acceptance rate: usually 10% - 100%

WWW 2007: 15%

ACM SIGIR 2007: 17%
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how hard is it to publish a paper?

depends on the research area

different natures of the research areas: theoretical, conceptual, practical,

experimental, implementational, ...

lengths of papers are varying according to the areas

max # of journal publications (including accepted ones) made by a

PhD student of a world class university before graduation

MS: ?, EE, ME: ? IE, CS: ?

yet, the most difficult field for paper publication?

your field

efforts required for publishing according to the journal quality

A grade journals >> B grade journals
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how to write a good paper?

some guidelines

read “good” papers

carry out in-depth survey

think logically

think a lot before start writing

memorize “good” english expressions

be familiar with paper vocabulary

use the domain specific expressions

productivity vs. quality issue

depends on your career goal
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search sites for web science papers

ACM DL

IEEE Xplore

NDSL

RISS

SpringerLink

google scholar

microsoft libra

citeseer

...


